OIL FIELD EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES:

Market served include oil industry exploration, drilling, production, refining and completion of water well and trenches technology drilling, mining, power generation utilities and general industry.

GENERAL PRODUCTS:

- ALIGNMENT CLAMPS
- ABOVE GROUND STORAGE TANKS & EQUIPMENT
- ACCESS RACKS, PLATFORMS & STAIRS
- BENCH SADDLE CLAMPS
- BUSHING RACKS
- CONNECTING LINKS
- CAM & GROOVE FITTINGS
- CHEMICAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT
- CNG & LPG EQUIPMENT
- DRY DISCONNECTS
- DIESEL EXHAUST EQUIPMENT (DEF)
- DISASTER RECOVERY EQUIPMENT
- DRY BULK EQUIPMENT
- DRY DISCONNECTS & REPAIR KITS
- E85 / BIODIESEL EQUIPMENT
- EXTENSION STAND OIL DEFLECTORS
- FILTRATION SYSTEMS & FILTERS
- FLANGE ALIGNING TOOLS
- FLANGE SPREADERS & HERRINGBONE
- FLANGE KEYS
- FLOW MONITORING
GENERAL PRODUCTS:

- FUEL STORAGE TANKS
- FUEL TRANSFER TANKS
- FRAC TANK EQUIPMENT
- GEARS & PINIONS
- GROUNDING EQUIPMENT
- HAMMER UNIONS
- HOSE & HOSE FITTINGS & TUBING
- HYDROMETERS
- LUBE EQUIPMENT
- LOADING COMPONENTS & ACCESSORIES
- MATERIAL & DRUM HANDLING
- MARINA EQUIPMENT-HOSE, NOZZLES, FUEL FILTERS
- METERS & THERMOMETERS
- OIL CAN HOLDERS
- OILFIELD FLOW CONTROL
- PETROLEUM TRANSFER PUMPS
- PIPE FITTINGS
- PUMPS-INDUSTRIAL
- PUMP SUPPORTS
- RAILCAR EQUIPMENT
- REELS
- RINSE TANKS
- RUN TICKET BOXES
- SAFETY EQUIPMENT
- SIGHT GLASSES

BTS serves the Construction, Manufacturing, Mining, Energy and Utility Industries. Prices FOB Florida / CIF Port of Destination. For enquiries please call or e-mail. Left click photos to view product description. BTS exports to the Caribbean and Latin America: Building Materials, Electrical Equipment, Generators, Oilfield Equipment, Cable & Wire, Heavy Equipment, Tools (New /Used) and other industrial products.
GENERAL PRODUCTS:

- SLIDING SOCKET PLATES
- SORBENTS & CLEANERS
- STRAINERS
- SWIVEL JOINTS
- SUCKEROD(ROD) ELEVATORS-25 TONS RATINGS
- THREAD COMPOUND, SEALANT & INDICATING PASTE
- TUBING ELEVATORS-35-100 TON RATINGS
- TANK SAFETY GAUGES, ALARMS & ACCESSORIES
- TANK TRUCK EQUIPMENT
- TANK-UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK
- TOOL STANDS
- TONGS: BALL TONGS, CHAIN TONGS,
  DRILL PIPE TONGS, HOSE CARRYING TONGS,
  PIPE TONGS AND STABBING TONGS

- VALVES
- V-BELTS
- VISES
- WRENCHES: THREADED FLANGE WRENCHES, CHAIN WRENCHES,
  RIG WRENCHES, TORQUE WRENCHES, REFINERY
  WRENCHES, VALVE WHEEL WRENCHES AND
  STRIKING WRENCHES.
OIL FIELD EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

FC and FLSR Style Gate Valves

**Gate Valves:** BTS carries a complete line of FC and FLSR style gate valves from 1-13/16 10000 PSI up to 7-1/16 15000 PSI. Our gate valves are completely interchangeable with OEM valves, API Monogrammed, PSL-3 PR1 and can be made in most trims and temperature classes. We source manuals and hydraulics in most sizes to facilitate quick deliveries that allow operators to order what they need when they need it.

API Crosses and Tees

BTS carries a full line of API Crosses and Tees for use in manifolds, hydraulic fracturing trees, and production applications. BTS Tees and Crosses range from 2-1/16 through 7-1/16 up to 15000 PSI with most common sizes available in stock. Our Tees and Crosses are manufactured as studded x studded or flange x studded, with 4 or 6 outlets. BTS will have our manufacturer builds to accommodate the most challenging production applications and manifold systems.
Spools, DSAs and Flanges

Spools
BTS sources a wide variety of spacer spools and adapter spools in standard lengths. We cover all sizes up to 13-5/8 10000 PSI and almost any variations of flanges on our adapter spools.

DSAs
Operators often have to jump pressure ratings or make adaptations to install critical equipment in the field. The Double Studded Adapters (DSA) are the perfect choice for crucial high priority installs. BTS source sizes from 1-13/16 all the way through 13-5/8 15000 PSI in almost any combination.

Flanges
Flanges are the most common of all the oilfield equipment we sell and are often taken for granted because of their simplicity. At BTS we view flanges as a critical service item because we understand the many ways in which they are used, such as testing or well security on a temporarily abandoned location. To meet the challenge, we stock Blind Flanges, Test Flanges, T&A Caps, instrument flanges in every size from 1-13/16 through 13-5/8 10000 PSI.
BOPs, BOP Parts, and WEECO Flanges

**BOPs** – BTS can provide you with either Cameron or Shafer style Blow out Preventers in single or double configuration. Our BOPs are manufactured in accordance with API 16A and meet all other applicable industry standards.

**BOP Rams** – BTS also source replacement ram block in most of the standard oilfield tubular sizes. Our rams can be purchased.

**HCR valves** – BTS also source a full line of HCR valves from 2” through 5” up to 10000 PSI.

Please note that Blow out Preventers are not stocked and are priced upon request and ordered after receipt of client PO.
Seals, Fittings and Internal Valve Parts

Seals and Fittings
BTS source a wide range of seals and fittings for valves from 3000 PSI working pressure all the way through 15000 PSI. We stock PEEK seals for CIW FLS style gate valves and a variety of Teflon seals for F, FC, and FLS. Stem packing in “U,” chevron and Fiber spring energized styles, along with high pressure grease fittings, packing injection fittings and pressure bleed off tools.

Internal Valve Parts
BTS has access to a large inventory of gates, seats, body bushings, operating stems, and balance stems for manual, ball screw operated and hydraulic valves for most OEM valves currently used in the field. We are constantly growing our stock offerings so our clients can invest in their business not large parts inventories.
Flow Back Products

In today’s challenging oil field, where horizontal drilling in shale formations, multi-stage fracs and high-pressure flow backs is the norm, quality Flow Back Equipment has never been more important. BTS carries a full line of Flow Back products, including high pressure sand separators, custom-built manifolds, ball catchers, hydraulic chokes, plug valves, flow iron, and fittings.